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Abstract. The current study presents numerical results on three tidal turbine models (two in
front, one downstream) interacting in a turbulent upstream flow. The numerical results come
from a lifting-line (LL) embedded in a Lagrangian vortex particle (VP) solver: Dorothy LL-
VP. The objective is to assess the extent to which this numerical tool is suited to reproduce
accurately wakes interaction as well as fluctuating loads perceived by the downstream turbine.
To this aim, the numerical set-up reproduces an experimental campaign led at IFREMER’s
wave and current flume tank. The downstream turbine is placed at different positions to change
the wakes interaction. Two upstream turbulence intensities (TI) experimentally tested are
reproduced numerically using the synthetic eddy method (SEM). Favourable comparisons are
obtained between numerical and experimental wakes, including velocity profiles. Preliminary
results suggest that the downstream turbine performance decrease is numerically well captured.
More investigations are needed on the loads fluctuations with longer computation time, and
adding an angular velocity controller as well as hub modelling to Dorothy LL-VP.

1. Introduction
Nowadays wind and tidal energy fields face similar challenges from a fluid dynamic point of
view: upstream flow turbulence and turbine wakes interaction in array or farm conditions.
This last challenge arises from the already operating wind turbines farms and pre-commercial
tidal turbines arrays. Those configurations raise questions about turbine wakes interaction
and loads fluctuations perceived by the downstream turbines. A critical need is therefore felt
for a designing tool that represents properly such wakes interaction in a turbulent upstream
flow. Recent studies analysed upstream turbulence influence on single turbine computations [1].
Other studies focused on wakes interaction in a steady inflow from an experimental [2] or
numerical viewpoint [3]. While the insights on these separated phenomena are crucial, studies
like [4] combining both upstream turbulence and wakes interaction are also needed. To meet
this need, developments have been made on an in-house vortex particle (VP) solver named
Dorothy [5, 6]. Upstream turbulence is taken into account using an adapted implementation of
the synthetic eddy method (SEM) [7, 8]. Following ideas developed in the Lagrangian vortex
community [9, 10], a new framework focusing on particles shedding has been developed to adapt
a lifting-line (LL) blade representation into this VP solver, becoming Dorothy LL-VP [11].
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The present study consists in the numerical reproduction of an experimental campaign led at
IFREMER’s wave and current flume tank on three scaled tidal turbine models [12, 13]. The
objective is to assess whether Dorothy LL-VP is suited to reproduce turbine wakes interaction
in terms of performance and flow behaviour. Following the experiments [12], two upstream
conditions of different turbulence intensities (TI) are studied: a low TI (≃ 2 %) and a high TI
(≃ 15 %). One of the turbines is located downstream of the two others. The downstream turbine
can be placed at three different locations in order to study different levels of wakes interaction.
For both upstream TI, the three spatial configurations are analysed to highlight the influence of
wakes interaction and turbulence in the fluctuating loads perceived by the downstream turbine.
In section 2, the underlying theoretical aspects behind Dorothy LL-VP solver are explained.
The numerical set-up and turbine model input data are specified in section 3. The obtained
results on wakes as well as on turbine loads are analysed and discussed in section 4.

2. Methodology: lifting-line embedded in a vortex particle solver
The local fluid vorticity is ω⃗. In VP method, the fluid is discretised in N ∈ N particles.
Particles properties are specifically denoted in uppercase letters. The i-th fluid particle position
(X⃗i), volume (Vi), vorticity weight (Ω⃗i =

t
Vi
ω⃗dv) and velocity (U⃗i) time (t) variations are

given by the discretised Lagrangian velocity-vorticity Navier-Stokes equations [14, 15]:

dX⃗i

dt
(t) = U⃗i(t) = U⃗ϕi (t) + U⃗ψi (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=[u⃗H(x⃗,t)]
x⃗=X⃗i(t)

+U⃗ ′
i(t), (1)

dΩ⃗i
dt

(t) =
[(

Ω⃗i(t) · ∇⃗
)
u⃗H(x⃗, t)

]
x⃗=X⃗i(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=S⃗i(t)

+ Vi

[
∇⃗νT (x⃗, t)×∆u⃗H(x⃗, t)

]
x⃗=X⃗i(t)

+ Vi [(ν + νT (x⃗, t))∆ω⃗(x⃗, t)]x⃗=X⃗i(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=L⃗i(t)

,

(2)

dVi
dt

(t) = 0. (3)

Lowercase-denoted velocities are distinguished on purpose from the uppercase velocities that
are reserved for particles description. Part of the velocity (Eq. (1)) comes from the Helmholtz

velocity decomposition (u⃗H(X⃗i(t), t)). The potential velocity component (U⃗ϕi ) comes from a
scalar potential field (ϕ) and includes the mean upstream flow velocity (u⃗∞). The rotational

velocity component (U⃗ψi ) comes from a divergence-free vector potential field (ψ⃗). It is evaluated

using the Biot-Savart law (Eq. (4)) with the Moore-Rosenhead regularized kernel (K⃗ε) of
smoothing parameter ε [6, 14]. A treecode algorithm is used to lower the computational cost of
the Biot-Savart law [6, 16].

U⃗ψi (t) ≃
N∑
j=1

K⃗ε

(
X⃗i(t)− X⃗j(t)

)
× Ω⃗j(t) (4)

A velocity component (U⃗ ′
i(t) = u⃗′(X⃗i(t), t)) representing upstream flow turbulence is added

in Eq. (1). If there is no upstream turbulence, this component reduces to zero, otherwise it is
evaluated using an adapted implementation of the synthetic eddy method (SEM) [7, 8]. The

turbulent flow to be reproduced is known through its Reynolds stress tensor (R) and eddies
integral length scale (LI) [7]. The turbulent flow is reproduced in a volume (VE) surrounding
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the domain of study with NE ∈ N eddies. Let x, y and z directions be represented by a
respective integer in J1, 3K. The Cholesky decomposition of the Reynolds stress tensor gives a

matrix A = (ai,j)i,j∈J1,3K such that R = AA
T
. The m ∈ J1, 3K turbulent velocity component is:

u′m(x⃗, t) =

√
VE
NE

NE∑
k=1

Fλk

(
x⃗− x⃗k(t)

) 3∑
n=1

am,nϵ
k
m,n, (5)

with the k-th eddy properties: a random plus (source) or minus (sink) sign (ϵk), its position
(x⃗k(t)), and its shape function (Fλk) of base 2λk with the characteristic length (λk) evaluated
using a random distribution of mean LI . The momentum equation (Eq. (2)) stretching term

(S⃗i(t)) is written in its transposed formulation to ensure the total vorticity conservation [17].
It is directly evaluated by injecting the Biot-Savart law. The momentum equation (Eq. (2))

diffusion term (L⃗i(t)) includes turbulent diffusion that accounts for large eddy simulation
(LES) modelling [6]. Smagorinsky turbulent viscosity (νT (x⃗, t)) model is used [18]. The
diffusion term is computed via the particle strength exchange (PSE) method [19, 20]. The PSE
provides a framework to estimate the Laplacian and gradient operators with dedicated Gaussian
kernels of chosen accuracy [6]. Following a recently introduced idea [9, 10], a lifting-line blade
representation [21] has been adapted from its initial filamentary approach to the present vortex
particle background [11]. In this approach, the blade of length (Lb) is discretised in Ns ∈ N
sections of width (dr = Lb/Ns). Figure 1 represents a blade discretised in five sections with both
the filamentary viewpoint and the specific VP adaptation. The blade leading edge (LE), trailing
edge (TE) and angular velocity (ωrot) are shown. The filamentary viewpoint is illustrated using
the k-th contours-oriented panel at time (t) associated to a local bound circulation (ΓB):

ΓB =
1

2
c∥u⃗t∥CL. (6)

The local blade profile chord is c. The local true, or relative, velocity (u⃗t) evaluation provides
the local angle of attack (α) which allows to interpolate the lift coefficient (CL) within tabulated
data. The true velocity takes into account mean upstream velocity (u⃗∞), upstream turbulence
influence (u⃗′), blade motion velocity, particles induced velocity (Eq. (4)) split into the wake
particles and the particles shed at the current time (t). Three types of particles are identified:

• the k-th bound particle, associated to the k-th blade section, represents the solid lifting
body. Its vorticity weight is defined by: Ω⃗B = ΓB(k, t)dr e⃗r(t);

• the trailing shed particles at the inter blade sections locations are represented. The trailing
filaments lengths (∥u⃗t∥dt) vary along the blade. For long enough filaments, as shown at
the k + 1-th inter blade sections location, the vorticity is split into NT ∈ N trailing shed
particles. The vorticity weight (Ω⃗T,j) associated to the j-th trailing shed particle of the
k + 1-th inter blade section location is defined by the sum of contributions from the two
adjacent panels: Ω⃗T,j = u⃗t(k + 1)dt(ΓB(k, t)− ΓB(k + 1, t))/NT ;

• the k-th spanwise shed particle vorticity weight (Ω⃗S) is defined by the sum of two
contributions, one from the tail of the ΓB(k, t) panel and one from the head of the

ΓB(k, t−dt) panel: Ω⃗S = ΓB(k, t)(u⃗t(k)dt−dre⃗r(t)− u⃗t(k+1)dt)+ΓB(k, t−dt)dre⃗r(t−dt).

A more in-depth description of the particles, including their shedding position, is available
in [11]. Once trailing and spanwise shed particles are properly evaluated, they are added to the
wake particles. Loads on the blade are evaluated using the tabulated lift and drag coefficients.
A tip correction [22] is applied on the loads to circumvent the limited influence of tip vortex
on the true velocity due to particles velocity smoothing [10, 11]. Integrating the loads provides
turbine torque (Q) and thrust (T ). Eventually, Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. (1) to Eq. (3))
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Figure 1: Lifting-line-represented rotating blade facing an upstream flow (u⃗∞). Bound particles
(black circles) together with trailing and spanwise shed particles (grey circles) are represented.

are integrated with a second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Redistribution of the particles in
the wake is performed at a user-prescribed multiple of the initial time-step. This redistribution
algorithm replaces the old particles with new ones containing all the vorticity and located on a
3D cartesian grid. This is done to prevent from a too wide distortion of the particles distribution.

3. Numerical set-up and input data
The present study numerically reproduces an experimental campaign led at IFREMER’s wave
and current flume tank [12, 13]. Figure 2 represents the spatial configuration of the turbine
models. One of the turbines is located four turbine diameters (4D) downstream of the two
others. The downstream turbine is placed at three different positions on the e⃗y axis depending
on the distance (d) between its rotation centre and the centreline of the light grey upstream
turbine. As a matter of consistency with [12, 13], the downstream turbine position at d = 1.0D
is referred to as config. 1, d = 0.75D as config. 2 and d = 0.5D as config. 3. Turbines of which
performance are studied hereunder are represented in dark grey.

Figure 2: Spatial configuration of the three turbine models.

The turbine blade geometry corresponds to the IFREMER-LOMC model [6]. Compared to
this former description, a global pitch is applied such that the tip blade section is at a zero pitch
plus twist angle, see angles definition in [11]. This pitch matches the one of the experiments.
NACA 63-418 and NACA 63-422 polar curves are computed using XFoil software [23] for small
angles of attack and expanded with Viterna’s method [24]. Experimental chord-based Reynolds
number (Re) are evaluated around 105. Those values are in the transition region of the considered
profiles. Hence, minor variations of Reynolds induce major changes in the associated polars.
Furthermore, some uncertainties remain on the blades surface aspect and whether those profiles
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represent the exact blade geometry. Therefore, in such uncertain conditions, XFoil fails to
provide accurate polar curves. This is the reason why the Reynolds used to compute the polars
is set at Re ≃ 3.5× 105 so as to minimise numerical torque and thrust error on a single LOMC-
IFREMER turbine with respect to experimental results from [13]. Note that the presented LL-
VP method has been previously validated with favourable comparison on performance, radial
loads and wakes against cases with high quality polar curves: Mexnext-III study [11] and Oxford
tidal benchmarking project [25]. Table 1 presents the turbine model properties : hub radius (Rh),
blade length (Lb) ; as well as the chosen space and time discretisation : number of blade sections
(Ns) and associated section width (dr = Lb/Ns). The numerical angular velocity (ωrot) matches
the time-averaged experimental one. At this angular velocity, turbine models operate in their
optimum performance area. Following [10, 11], the time-step (dt) is chosen such that the angular
step (dθ) is 5.0◦ per time-step.

Table 1: Turbine models properties and computational discretisation.

Pitch angle [◦] Rh [m] Lb [m] Ns [-] dr [m] ωrot [rad·s−1] dθ [◦] dt [s]

+4.87 0.046 0.304 20 0.015 8.0 5.0 0.011

Numerical upstream flow conditions, matching the experimental ones, are reported in Table 2.
Two upstream conditions (referred to as low TI and high TI ) are studied depending on the 3D
turbulence intensity magnitude (TI3D). The experimental data recorded one diameter ahead of
the two upstream turbines, near the flume tank centreline, gives: mean upstream flow velocity
(u⃗∞) along e⃗x, standard deviations for the three velocity components (σux , σuy , σuz) together
with other Reynolds stress tensor components and turbulent integral length scale (LI). The 3D

turbulence intensity is defined by: TI3D = (σ2ux+σ
2
uy +σ

2
uz)

1/2/
(
3
(
ux

2 + uy
2 + uz

2
))1/2

, where,

for a given quantity q, the time average is denoted q. Density (ρ) and kinematic viscosity (ν) of
the water are set as: ρ ≃ 103 kg ·m−3 and ν ≃ 10−6 m2 · s−1.

Table 2: Upstream flow conditions for the two TI cases.

Case [-] u∞ [m·s−1] σux [m·s−1] σuy = σuz [m·s−1] LI [m] TI3D [%]

Low TI 0.79 0.02 0.01 0.7 2.0
High TI 0.80 0.12 0.12 0.7 15.0

4. Results and discussion
All the computations have been run on 576 CPUs on AMD EPYC 9654 Genoa nodes with
a wall-clock time of 24 hours. This choice is made to balance memory allocation issues and
computational resources. This leads to a significant change in the maximum physical time
reached by low TI (approx. 30 s) and high TI (approx. 20 s) computations. The wider domain
generated by the high turbulence intensity, thus requiring more particles, easily explains this
difference in the computational cost. The first ten seconds of each computation are needed to
fully establish the wakes. Hence, all the results presented in this section are averaged on the last
20 s for the low TI cases and on the last 10 s for the high TI cases. Such time series appears to
be shorter than what is needed for proper statistics convergence, mainly for high TI cases. This
is the reason why performance averages and standard deviations of the downstream turbine are
not presented in subsection 4.2.
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4.1. Wakes analysis
Figure 3 presents the numerical 2D wake maps of averaged velocity component ux. The different
spatial configurations are represented, from 1 to 3 respectively, on Fig. 3a, Fig. 3c, Fig. 3e for the
low TI cases and Fig. 3b, Fig. 3d, Fig. 3f for the high TI cases. The downstream turbine is most
immersed in upstream turbine wakes in config. 3, when its rotation centre is the closest to one of
the upstream turbines centreline. It is observed that the shortening of the turbines wakes length,
from 10D to around ≃ 5D, with the increased upstream turbulence is numerically well captured
in spite of the limited averaging time. However, it appears that this shortening does not prevent
the downstream turbine from being impacted by upstream turbine wakes. Various wake shapes
are noticed across the different high TI cases. This shows the need for longer computation time.
Finally, the absence of hub in the turbines modelling is noticeable. It significantly affects the
obtained mean wakes with this “nozzle” effect seen at the rotation centre of each turbine.

Figure 4 presents the same numerical data as figure 3 but with one-dimensional velocity
profiles at given x-positions. Those numerical results are confronted to the experimental ones.
Generally, a good agreement is obtained between numerical and experimental results for all
the spatial configurations at both turbulent intensities. To the authors opinion, the observed
discrepancies may partly come from the polar curves used in the numerical computations.
Moreover, the absence of hub modelling in the numerical results is a major source of discrepancy
for the profiles evaluated just downstream of the turbines (x = 2D and x = 5.2D). Finally, the
9.6 % flume tank blockage, generated by the limited depth in between the flume tank floor and the

(a) Config. 1, low TI. (b) Config. 1, high TI.

(c) Config. 2, low TI. (d) Config. 2, high TI.

(e) Config. 3, low TI. (f) Config. 3, high TI.

Figure 3: Numerical velocity (ux) wake maps.
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Figure 4: Velocity (ux) profiles comparison between numerical and experimental results.

free-surface, leads to a slight over-speed in the inter-turbine spacings (x = 2D and x = 3D). This
experimental phenomenon slightly enhances the downstream turbine performance and energy
extraction which in turn slightly increases the velocity depletion after this turbine (x = 5.2D).

4.2. Performance analysis
The present section focuses on numerical results to avoid misleading comparisons with
experimental results due to aforementioned input data limitations and fixed angular velocity
assumption. Turbines performance are assessed using power (CP ) and thrust (CT ) coefficients:

CP =
ωrotQ

1
2ρπ (Lb +Rh)

2 ∥u⃗∞∥3
, CT =

T
1
2ρπ (Lb +Rh)

2 ∥u⃗∞∥2
. (7)

The frequency content of the performance is studied by means of the power spectral density
(PSD) [26]. For a given quantity q, its PSD is denoted Sqq. Torque (SQQ) and thrust (STT ) PSDs
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are studied hereunder. Figure 5 presents performance results for the three spatial configurations
in the low TI upstream conditions. Power (CP ) and thrust (CT ) coefficients as functions of
time (t) are shown respectively in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. Torque (SQQ) and thrust (STT ) PSDs
as a function of the frequency (f) are respectively reproduced in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d. Similarly,
figure 6 presents the same results for the high TI upstream conditions. The three solid lines
present the downstream turbine results, each one for a different spatial configuration. The
dashed line presents the dark grey (see Fig. 2) upstream turbine results as a reference.

Time domain power and thrust coefficients fluctuations are significant for all cases. The more
the downstream turbine is immersed in the upstream one wake, the higher the fluctuations are
and the lower the average performance is. The downstream turbine highest loads fluctuations
are recorded in the high TI config. 3 case. Moreover, high loads fluctuations at 3frot and 6frot
frequencies in the PSDs spectra are observed mainly for the downstream turbine in config. 2
and config. 3. The relative magnitude of those components is lower in high TI cases compared
to low TI cases. This is understood as an influence of wake mixing and shortening induced
by the higher upstream turbulence intensity in the high TI conditions. Furthermore, a −11/3
slope in the PSDs spectra is noticed. It is an expected turbine response when the upstream
turbulence spectrum is characterised by a −5/3 slope in the inertial subrange. This has been
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Figure 5: Performance study in time and frequency domains for the low TI upstream conditions.
Solid lines refer to the downstream turbine and the dashed line to the upstream one.
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Figure 6: Performance study in time and frequency domains for the high TI upstream conditions.
Solid lines refer to the downstream turbine and the dashed line to the upstream one.

thoroughly analysed for both wind and tidal turbines in [27, 28]. Nevertheless, this behaviour
is less discernible for the high TI cases.

Eventually, the current turbine modelling in Dorothy LL-VP is based on a fixed angular
velocity (ωrot). However, real-life devices, including the turbine models used in the experiment,
need a controller to keep their angular velocity as close as possible to the desired input value.
This leads to time-dependent angular velocity variations reaching ±2 % of the average in the
experiment. Such angular velocity variations must generate loads fluctuations which are thus
not captured in the present numerical study. Hence, adding an angular velocity controller in
the numerical modelling must enhance downstream turbine loads fluctuations prediction.

5. Conclusion
The current study presents numerical results on three tidal turbine models in a turbulent
upstream flow with wakes interaction using a lifting-line coupled to a vortex particle solver:
Dorothy LL-VP. A good agreement is obtained between numerical and experimental results
on wakes and velocity profiles. Preliminary performance results on the downstream turbine
predict high fluctuations together with an experimental-like behaviour in the frequency domain.
The methodology and its capabilities can be transposed to the wind energy field. Interesting
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perspectives follow this study: results on longer computations, adding a hub representation and
a controller in the turbine numerical modelling in order to improve farm simulations.
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